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Sharing Our Stories: 

Charlotte’s Story - Reversing the Twinkie 

 

 

Introduction to the Story:   

The Rev. Jacki Lewis wrote about the power of stories when she said: 

I believe our identities are formed by stories told to us, about us, and around us.  We are living 

texts, formed by multiple, interweaving, competing, and, sometimes, conflicting stories that we 

receive from our culture via our parents, other adults, our peers, the media, and congregational 

life.  Stories about race, gender, theology, generational differences, sexual orientation, ethnicity, 

and class work consciously and unconsciously to form our identity.  Stories also teach us values, 

ethics, and meaning.  Stories help us know who we are and who we are not; they create 

boundaries, or borders, for us.  Identity development can be thought of as the process of refining, 

editing, and authoring one’s own story in conversation with others. 

Today we’re sharing stories from our own congregation that invite us to renewed courage even 

and especially in vulnerable times. The piece of our shared story that we’ll reflect on today 

comes to us from Charlotte Moser, a committed volunteer here at River Road who reflects on the 

idea that the most courageous and vulnerable thing many of us will ever do is be a family for 

each other.  

Charlotte’s Story - Reversing the Twinkie  

 

My tall, smart, and handsome 30-something son sometimes calls himself a ‘Twinkie’—yellow 

on the outside and white on the inside.  Born in South. Korea, Jon was adopted as a 5-month old 

baby, followed three years later by the adoption of our daughter Hannah as a 4-month old also 

from S. Korea.  My husband Bob and I adored our children, raising them as any privileged white 

middle-class parents in America would.  As my scientist husband observed, we were simply a 

family of four genetically unrelated people. 

 

Parents, blinded by love for each other and their children, can be notoriously naïve--but that 

same love can give you courage.  It never occurred to Bob and me when our children were 

babies that, despite how we raised them, they might come to see themselves someday as non-

white or that not looking like us might embarrass them as they grew up. I confess that I tried my 

best to become Korean. I read them Korean folk tales and learned to cook Korean food (when 

they would have preferred McDonald’s).  As a family, we attended Korean celebrations 

organized by international adoption groups, toured South Korea with other U.S. families with 

adopted Korean children, and danced in the streets of Seoul wearing traditional costumes.  At the 



 

height of my helicopter parenting, I actually considered dying my blond hair black, at Jon’s 

suggestion, so that I would look more like him!  

 

Despite all this, the world persisted in seeing our family as being different from mainstream 

white American families simply because we looked different.  All four of us have experienced 

double takes from strangers when we have introduced each other as son, daughter, mother, 

father. Sometimes, these situations have been funny, but they have also been hurtful. As a 

mother fiercely protecting my children from harm, I was often irritated at myopic people who 

could not—or would not—look past our physical differences to see that we were a strong family, 

like any other strong family, held together by love and commitment, not biology or shared 

cultural heritage. 

 

I grew up at a time in the American South where cultural differences were neither welcomed nor 

tolerated, where being white--and non-Jewish--was the only acceptable way to be in my birth 

family, where multi-racial families were likely to be considered scandalous.  My blinding love 

for my Korean-born children has led, I hope, to another kind of blindness for me today—a color 

blindness that not only sees beyond the color of peoples’ skin but also views ethnic differences 

as cause for true celebration and passionate preservation. And the memory of the white-hot anger 

I once felt defending my children’s differences continues to give me the courage to resist 

intolerance wherever it comes across my path. 

 

I may never be a Twinkie like my son but maybe I can be a Reverse Twinkie—white on the 

outside but yellow, brown, black and red on the inside.  Sounds wonderful to me! 

 
Questions for Reflection 
 

1) How do you think Charlotte’s story exemplifies both courage and vulnerability? 

2) Share a time in your life when you did something that required both courage and 

vulnerability. 

3) Tell about an experience of courage and vulnerability here at River Road? 

4) How could this community help you to live and act with courage and vulnerability?  



 

 


